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foreword
from the chairman of lloyd’s

If we want to share

It is clear that this is an issue which is high on the agenda

an important document

of governments. The UK Government’s National Security

with a colleague on

Council recently announced that attacks on computer

the other side of the

networks are among the biggest emerging threats to the

world, we can do so in

UK, ranking them alongside terrorism and a flu pandemic

an instant, at the simple

as the key dangers to UK security.

press of a button, and
for free. Technology

Law-enforcement agencies across the world are working

has made business

to tackle the criminal aspects of cyber risk. A great deal

truly global.

of good work is being done. This is crucial because cyber
crime is an international business.

However, this also
means that the business

Attacks on companies in one country can emanate

world has become

from the other side of the world, while some countries

dependent on computer

are effectively “cyber sanctuaries”, where criminals can

systems. For example, entire supply chains are run by

operate free from cyber-crime legislation.

computer systems which track and trace goods as they
travel around the world.

What is required is increased communication, co-operation
and collaboration between governments, and a move

So whilst the benefits of the cyber revolution are

towards uniform global regulation around cyber crime.

undisputable, we need to look at the implications of
our dependency on IT. Namely, we need to carry out

This report however, is aimed at the business community

proper assessments of the risks we face and put in place

and what we should do to help identify emerging threats

mechanisms to protect our digital data and processes.

and deal with them.

Lloyd’s has long offered policies to companies who

Cyber risks are evolving all the time. Only by taking a truly

want to protect their businesses against fire or flood.

joined-up approach, between countries and between the

Companies now need to think about how they can

business community and governments, can we manage

protect their IT systems against an ever-growing

this truly global issue.

number of threats.
Lord Levene
Whether it’s Smartphones or iPads opening up new

Chairman

entry points for hackers; data being compromised by

Lloyd’s

the loss of USB sticks and laptops; or system failures;
the risks are complex.
This report examines today’s cyber risks, the threats they
pose and what action can be taken to manage them.
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executive summary
1. Digital risk needs to become a board-level concern
Risk managers need to establish ways of regularly monitoring digital risks and providing an informed view to their
companies. In particular, boards need to be made aware of digital risks and regularly updated on new developments
and trends. Digital risk assessments will require input from technology experts and other stakeholders across the
business; it may be sensible to set up a working group that meets regularly. Risk managers need to get closer to IT
decision-making and forge strong links with their information security colleagues.

2. As business becomes increasingly reliant on technology
and the rate of technological change continues apace,
the digital risks facing companies are likely to grow and
become increasingly complex
Businesses are becoming increasingly reliant on technology to run their operations and services and while this brings
obvious benefits, it also means companies are increasingly vulnerable to system failures, data losses and cyber attacks.
As the amount of digital information grows exponentially, devices become smarter and connectivity increases, the
digital environment is likely to become even more complex. Trends towards more social networking, the growth of cloud
computing and varying (and often lagging) national regulations will only add to this complexity.

3. The range, frequency and scale of digital attacks on
business will grow, with increasingly sophisticated
attackers quickly adapting to the rapidly changing
digital environment
Organised criminals and state-sponsored attackers are well-funded and patient enough to run attacks over a long time
or await opportunities. Underground forums on the internet make software and services available that simplify the task
of attackers. This allows a wide range of attackers with different motivations and different methods to steal from, disrupt
and spy on businesses. Cyber crime also funds the development of more malware, which enables more digital attacks.

4. Risk managers need to develop comprehensive digital
risk management strategies that involve a range of
mitigations, as well as risk transfer solutions
Risk managers need to prioritise which of the many IT security options available will best mitigate risk for their company.
They also need to consider how to best use technology standards, guidelines and research into digital risks to help
manage cyber threats. In order to effectively manage digital risk, businesses should consider transferring some of these
risks to third parties through insurance solutions. While many traditional insurance policies do not cover digital risk, there
are a growing number of cyber-risk products and solutions becoming available.

5. There is a need for increased communication,
co-operation and collaboration to tackle digital risk
Governments, industries and companies all need to work closer together to tackle increasing cyber attacks. While
recent government cyber-initiatives in the US and UK are welcome, there needs to better coordination between
governments and moves towards more consistent and uniform global regulation if cyber attackers are to be caught
and punished. Similarly, there needs to be greater co-operation and sharing of information between (and within)
industries and among companies to combat cyber risk effectively.
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INTRODUCTION
We are all familiar with Hollywood images of hackers*:

fall into this category; this leads to loss of service to

bright individuals, masters of technology, and frighteningly

customers, loss of data, loss of the internal network, or

knowledgeable about what is required to break through

interruption to supply chains.

an organisation’s defences. These pictures are reinforced
when security professionals are interviewed by the media

• Financial risks – financial losses may result from the

and we are led to believe we are under severe threat from

inability to operate business processes (such as taking

sophisticated and determined adversaries. Yet businesses’

and fulfilling orders or running the manufacturing

IT systems keep working and clients and consumers

processes) as well as from fraud and theft.

continue to communicate, share information and shop
online. Therefore, individuals are confused, and often
sceptical as to how real the risks are in our online world.

• Intellectual property risks – the loss of product plans,
marketing plans or critical intellectual property to
competitors can seriously damage a company’s ability

To make sense of what is happening, and to make

to compete.

good judgements about the likelihood of future threats
and their impact, those responsible for assessing and

• Legal and regulatory risks – If the organisation is shown

managing digital risk need to have a firm grasp of both

to be in breach of its regulatory requirements, which are

the nature of today’s ‘attacks’ and how these threats are

becoming increasingly arduous, it could ultimately face

likely to evolve as the technology landscape changes.

sanctions or a fine.

They also need to understand how digital risks might
affect their organisations and what they should do to

• Reputation risks – public visibility of incidents can cause

mitigate them. This knowledge is particularly important

harm to the company’s image, brand and reputation.

if organisations are to make informed decisions on the

This harm can arise from even small incidents, such

adoption of new technologies.

as a loss of service or a breach of just a few records.
In extreme cases, security incidents may cause

Digital risk includes the following: the impact of natural

shareholders to lose confidence in a company and will

disasters on our data centres and communications

potentially affect its share price.

infrastructures; system failures; the actions of criminals
intent on stealing online banking details or carrying out

One thing we can be certain of is that many cyber

extortion (cyber crime); and corporate and nation state

criminals, and those nation states engaging in cyber

sponsored espionage aimed at stealing intellectual

espionage, will seek to be early exploiters of new

property. It also includes penetration or disruption of a

technology. Technological advances mean we are

nation’s computing infrastructure (cyber warfare), online

collecting data at a phenomenal rate and aggregating that

terrorist activity (cyber terrorism) and activist groups

information in ways never thought of before: connecting

using the internet to further their goals (cyber activism).

it with individuals, and connecting individuals with each
other. All of this gives rise to new forms of attack and

These cyber threats can lead to a variety of wider risks for

therefore new risks.

business, which include:
This report highlights that:
• Operational risks – the risk of loss resulting from
inadequate or failed internal processes, people and
systems, or from external events. Most digital risks will

• The threat environment is rich and evolving.
• Organisations are increasingly exposed to both cyber
attacks and non-malicious threats to technology.

* For definitions of italicised words see appendix 1 (page 37) or the glossary (page 43).
Lloyd’s 360° Risk Insight Managing digital risk: trends, issues and implications for business
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• Technology, and the way organisations use it, is
evolving quickly, placing more strain on those

managers on how to manage digital risks as the threat
and technology trends evolve.

responsible for assessing and securing its uses.
• Risk managers need to pay attention to both future

We are increasingly reliant on the computer systems that

threats and future uses of technology, moving beyond

support the way we communicate; run our businesses;

today’s largely reactive approaches.

manage the delivery of our food, power and water; and
control our cars. We need to take a systemic approach

We begin by examining the evolving threat environment:

to understanding how digital risks could impact our

who the actors are, their motivations, how they operate

businesses and develop appropriate risk management

and how a typical attack might unfold. We then consider

strategies and systems to reduce these risks without

technology trends and their implications, and in particular

stifling the innovation and growth that new technology

the emerging uses of social networking and cloud

can foster. If our risk managers do their jobs well, our

computing. The final section provides guidance for risk

future online world will be safe and those Hollywood
images will be just that.

6
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Recommendations
for risk managers
As technology is developing so rapidly and cyber attacks

Recommendation 3: Risk managers should ensure

are becoming more sophisticated, the challenge facing

that recommended and applicable standards and

risk managers is how to manage this increasingly

frameworks are used to help manage digital risks.

complex digital risk environment. Within the report
we provide some suggestions as to how business

There are many standard and best practice approaches

can respond to this growing digital threat, including

to assessing digital risks and risk managers should ensure

some practical recommendations that risk managers

business and IT stakeholders are aware of and using

can consider and implement straight away. The key

these approaches when digital risk decisions are taken.

recommendations are highlighted below, but please refer

They should look for any new best practice guidance for

to part 2 ‘Business response and recommendations’ for

more unusual problems.

more information.
Recommendation 4: Risk managers should
Recommendation 1: Risk managers should set

consider risk transfer solutions as part of their

up a working group to monitor and review the

overall digital risk management strategy.

exposure of their business to digital threats and
keep their boards regularly informed.

Risk managers should be aware that most traditional
insurance policies will not cover digital risks. However,

The working group should be made up of technology

there are a growing number of cyber risk insurance

experts and key stakeholders across the business

products becoming available for risk managers to consider.

and should review the appropriateness of current risk
Recommendation 5: Risk managers need to play

management strategies.

a role in shaping research around digital risks;
Recommendation 2: Risk managers should

helping researchers to understand the challenges

become more involved in IT governance and

in making effective and practical decisions

strategy, and major technology transformations.

around cyber risk.

Most digital risk mitigation is managed through IT

As business technology becomes more complex it

governance and many significant changes in business

will be increasingly difficult to make good digital risk

technology are driven by the IT department. This means

decisions. Researchers are developing better techniques

risk managers should work closely with IT stakeholders

but they need expert input and encouragement from

and decision makers within the company and get more

risk managers.

involved in helping shape IT governance and strategy.

Lloyd’s 360° Risk Insight Managing digital risk: trends, issues and implications for business
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part 1

future trends
and risk implications for business

Businesses need to be aware of and understand technology
trends to plan and prepare for future digital risks.

8
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1. Digital threats - crime and terrorism

Today we face the much larger threat of malware

It is increasingly common to open a newspaper or view a

(malicious software), which can spread through many

website and read about a new cyber attack or a company

different mechanisms, hide on our computers to

that has lost people’s personal data.

allow an attacker to monitor our actions, and take
control of our systems. Malware enables criminals to

Whether it’s the FBI disrupting a large-scale, organised

control our computers in order to steal money and

cyber-crime operation that saw thieves take $70m

information. The engineering behind some of the

from victims’ bank accounts , or the head of the UK's

more sophisticated attacks requires a combination

Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) saying

of skills and organisation that implies significant

the UK’s infrastructure faces a credible threat of cyber

funding. As these attacks make money, this funds new

attack2, these stories will raise concerns. Risk managers

developments and attracts organised crime.

1

need to ask whether their company could be the next
victim. This is a complex question to answer and requires

Many different attackers, with different motivations,

an understanding of business reliance on IT, the approach

are pooling their skills. We need to think about how

to threat mitigation and an understanding of the evolving

attackers will adapt to take advantage of any potential

digital threat environment.

vulnerabilities in our IT systems.

Ten years ago, we faced the threat of a teenage hacker

The complex interdependence of IT systems and

in their bedroom acting alone for kicks. We suffered

business processes means even simple failures can have

from fast-spreading destructive viruses such as the

catastrophic effects and cause systemic failure.

ILOVEYOU worm, which flooded email systems in 2000,
resulting in several companies switching off their email

1.1 The attackers and their motivations

systems to prevent it spreading3. Figure 1 shows how

Like the offline world, the digital space has a criminal

viruses have progressed.

underworld. However, instead of planning crimes during

Figure 1: Changes in the nature of threats over time

1980 and early 90s
viruses spreading
by floppy disks
Like viruses on USB sticks,
an early problem was
malware spreading by
floppy disks

2001 Fast spreading
network worms
Nimda & Code Red
were a pair of malicious
network worms that spread
at unprecedented rates
bringing down a number of
corporate networks

2005 Drive by
Downloads
Phishing attacks
combining social
engineering to get users
to go to a website infected
with a trojan (e.g. Zeus)

2010 Stuxnet
A step forward in
sophistication, using
multiple techniques, with
specifically targeted
systems – including
crossing over to process
control systems

1988 The Morris
Internet Worm
An early example of code
with a self spreading
mechanism that caused
significant disruption

1999-2000 Email
& MS Word viruses
Melissa & ILOVEYOU were
a pair of viruses that
spread rapidly by email,
using hidden code and
social engineering

2003-2004 Viruses
and worms combining
techniques
SQL Slammer, Blaster,
Sobig & Sasser were a
wave of worms and
viruses that used a
combination of techniques
to spread and disrupt

2008-2009 Conficker
& Aurora
A pair of well
engineered viruses that
show increased
sophistication and
determination to keep
purpose hidden or at
least obscure
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meetings and phone calls, these criminals use online

Box 1: Zeus and thefts from small businesses

forums and discussion groups to communicate. This

Organised cyber criminals stole $70m from a range

underworld is diverse and brings together people with

of victims (mainly in the US): small and medium

different skill sets; including highly technical hackers,

enterprises, municipalities, churches and individuals6.

those who package and sell technology and those who

The gang had infected their victims’ computers with

specialise in stealing money from people’s bank accounts.

a ‘zeus bot’ enabling them to steal banking log-in
credentials (see box 10 for a more detailed description)

Easy-to-use cyber-crime tools (crimeware) and services

by monitoring their web browsing from afar. Using these

are traded through underground forums as are the results

banking details, they attempted to transfer $220m and

of cyber crime. The resulting marketplace makes complex

successfully obtained $70m.

criminal attacks possible for almost anyone with a grudge,
as well as for well-funded organised crime gangs and

The FBI started an investigation that lasted more than

even nation states.

a year after being alerted to a series of fraudulent
automated clearing house payments. The scope and

The international nature of cyber crime makes catching

international nature of the crimes required them to

criminals challenging. Many cyber criminals operate in

collaborate with local, state and federal partners in the

countries that do not prioritise these crimes or where

US, as well as police agencies in the Netherlands, UK and

there is no cyber-crime legislation. Richard Clarke, the

the Ukraine. On 30 September 2010, five people were

former White House advisor, has described these as

arrested in the Ukraine, 11 in the UK and 37 in the US.

“cyber sanctuaries” . International co-operation is now
4

critical to fighting cyber crime, as shown in one recent FBI
case (see box 1). There are efforts to encourage further

Industrial Espionage - There will always be unscrupulous

co-operation, including plans for a European Union Cyber

individuals and companies who want to view their

Security Exercise in November 2010, to help build trust

competitors’ product plans and technologies. As more

between member states5.

of this information is now stored on IT systems, it is
more exposed. McAfee surveyed the top 1,000 senior IT

The following list of roles, motivations and methods

decision makers, and reported that their companies lost

illustrate the range of digital threats facing business today.

an aggregate total of $4.6bn worth of intellectual property
in 20087.

Cyber theft and cyber fraud - Many cyber criminals are
involved in ‘carding’ and online bank fraud. This involves

Insider trading based on internal knowledge (around

stealing people’s credit cards and using online or stealing

issues such as possible mergers and acquisitions

money from their bank accounts. Consumers are the

activity) can also provide a driver for those seeking

traditional target for this group, but recently - as banks

private information about a company. A survey by the

have improved their online security - these criminals have

Financial Times suggests that 49% of all North American

been increasingly targeting companies. As companies

mergers and acquisition deals have abnormal trading

standardise financial processes, and criminals better

patterns, suggesting information may be leaking8.

understand how to compromise them, corporate fraud

Mergers and acquisitions teams obviously use computers

will be more likely.

and networks when preparing bids, and these present
potential targets for hackers. Incidents are difficult to
prove, and businesses should ensure information is
properly protected.

10
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The intelligence community suggests that some nation

The script was set to delete all data on the servers as

states are actively using industrial espionage to further

well as blocking reporting systems and administrator

the prospects of their private sector business interests9.

log-ins on the 31 January 2009. Fortunately, a different IT

Cyber attacks are clearly a way to achieve this.

administrator discovered the script prior to its activation.
This led to criminal charges for cyber intrusion14.

Box 2: Espionage for share trading

After having his employment at GEXA Energy in Houston

The US Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) filed

terminated, a database administrator caused damage by

an emergency action against Estonian traders who they

logging into the company’s computer systems from his

believe had made at least $7.8m trading shares based on

home. He also copied a database containing details of

stolen information in 200511. The traders were accused of

150,000 customers. In court, GEXA said this resulted in a

stealing 360 press releases from the website of Business

loss of $100,00015. The administrator pleaded guilty on 16

Wire, prior to publication. The commission suggested that

November 2009, which led to a 12-month sentence and

this allowed the traders to strategically time their trades

an order to pay $100,000 in restitution.

10

around the press releases.
Extortion - Extortionists generally use threats, such as
Insider Attacks - Insiders provide two main threats.

the leaking of stolen data or a denial of service (DoS)

First, a disgruntled employee may want to take revenge

attack on companies’ IT systems, for financial gain16. They

on the company or individuals within the company, and

provide links to a website where they hold the data they

IT systems can provide an easy way to cause disruption.

have stolen, or demonstrate their ability to cause IT or

Secondly, there are insiders that attempt to steal money,

service disruptions, and demand money not to release

typically by manipulating corporate processes or the

the data or repeat the disruption process.

underlying IT systems. The theft of IP by employees is
also a huge issue, particularly where employees leave

Cyber Terrorism - Cyber terrorists use the internet

and take customer or partner lists with them. For

to cause disruption and financial damage. Our critical

example, in 2008 CW-Agencies in Vancouver accused

physical infrastructures - such as power, water and

their IT director of stealing a backup tape containing 3.2

transport systems - could be at risk of future cyber

million customer records worth more than $10m12. The

attacks as they become increasingly digitally connected.

US National White-Collar Crime Center suggests that

Such attacks could have a much greater impact than the

employee theft ranges from $20bn to $90bn a year and

denial of service attack against Estonia (see box 4).

upwards of $240bn when accounting for losses from
intellectual property theft13.
Box 4: Cyber attacks on Estonia
A series of attacks brought down much of the internet
Box 3: Attacks by disgruntled employees

in Estonia in an apparent retaliation to the removal of a

Fannie Mae narrowly prevented a disaster that could

Soviet war memorial17. This hit Estonia particularly hard

have caused millions of dollars worth of damage when

as it had deeply embraced the internet revolution18. The

they discovered a time bomb in their computer systems.

attack started on April 2008 with a series of distributed

Shortly before having his contract terminated, an IT

denial of service attacks. These attacks targeted various

administrator reportedly added malicious instructions to

government institutions as well as the main bank and

a script that ran daily on a number of computer systems.

newspapers and lasted about three weeks.

Lloyd’s 360° Risk Insight Managing digital risk: trends, issues and implications for business
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The attacks started with ‘script kiddies’ (unskilled

Some campaigns spill out into more direct action. Political

hackers) running programmes to flood servers at various

activists can try to damage and disrupt companies; for

targets. As the attack progressed, it was intensified using

example, by defacing their websites or running denial

botnets. Other hackers broke into websites deleting

of service attacks. Activists may also seek to obtain

content and adding their own messages. There has been

information that they can use to discredit a company.

a lot of speculation about who initiated and ran the
attack. The attack is an early example of a large-scale

The internet also provides a means for activists

coordinated and targeted disruption.

or disgruntled customers to spread information (or
misinformation) about a company or its products
and services.

In addition, terrorists are using cyber crime as a funding
and money-laundering mechanism, as well as using the

Hacking - Hackers search for flaws (vulnerabilities) in

internet to radicalise and recruit people.

computer systems and then develop ways of breaking in
by exploiting the flaws (exploits). It is inevitable that this

Cyber warfare - For nation states, cyberspace has

will continue and, as new technologies emerge, hackers

become the fifth domain of warfare; they are increasingly

will continue to look at how they can break them. Often

investing in defences and preparing for attempts to

hackers do not see themselves as criminals. Instead they

penetrate their computers or networks .

see attacks as a way of demonstrating their technical skills

19

and expertise. The initial motivation may even be more one
of thrill-seeking by breaking into systems or vandalising
Box 5: Attacks on SCADA systems

websites. However, as their skills become recognised and

There is much speculation that the recent Stuxnet Trojan

they interact on underground forums they can sometimes

was designed to target nuclear facilities in Iran. The initial

get dragged further into the criminal world.

infections were largely in Iran and, as of 29 September
2010, around 58% of the 100,000 infected machines were

It is also worth noting the role that service providers

located there.

play in enabling the ecosystem to operate. Hosting and
anonymisation services have legitimate and worthy uses,

SCADA Systems (Supervisory Control and Data

but they also provide a convenient way for criminals to

Acquisition Systems) control manufacturing plants as

cover their tracks. Arguably, there are even a few service

well as power and water infrastructures. These systems

providers that operate directly in the interests of this

have typically placed less emphasis on IT security and

community. For example, there are confidential anti-virus

hence present alternative, potentially weaker, targets for

testing services that help hackers avoid their malware

criminals or terrorists. Stuxnet targeted a specific Siemens

being detected.

SCADA system via the windows machines hosting the
industrial control systems20.

1.2 Non-malicious events
As well as thinking about attackers, businesses also need
to consider digital risks relating to non-malicious events.

Cyber activism - Cyber activists use the internet to make

These range from natural disasters, such as fire, flood

a political point and to launch campaigns. As part of these

and earthquakes, through to human error, such as the

political campaigns, companies can become the target of

misconfiguration of complex IT systems. For example,

boycotts and demonstrations, with the internet providing

a simple error in a system configuration can leave a

a way to organise and communicate such action.

company vulnerable to attack. Simple hardware failures,
along with power and communication failures, can also
bring significant risks.

12
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Box 6: Consequential damage at a supermarket

Natural disasters can have severe effects on a company’s

The knock-on effect of a disk crash at a supermarket

IT systems, as well as other aspects of the business.

caused empty shelves, lost sales and a bad customer

This is not just due to damage to a data centre or

experience.

servers; it also includes damage to the power grid or
communications infrastructure. Most companies have

In the summer of 2009, an overseas supermarket had a

business continuity or disaster recovery plans to deal

disk crash that they initially thought they had recovered

with these events, and it is important that these are

from. Later in the month they had problems with their

regularly tested.

point of sale devices. An investigation uncovered a
small configuration error due to the disk crash. As the

Probably the biggest source of non-malicious events is

point of sale devices failed, the supermarket returned

due to the actions or inactions of employees. Given the

to using the older manual card swipe devices to take

complexity of modern enterprise IT systems, even slight

payment. Real problems then occurred because their

errors made by IT staff can have knock-on effects for

processes had been optimised to order short shelf-life

other systems and business processes. Similarly, users

goods according to information provided from their

sharing passwords can lead to inappropriate access, which

point-of-sale terminals. This resulted in empty shelves,

can increase the chance of an internal attack or that an

lost sales and a bad customer experience. However, this

attacker may gain a sufficiently powerful user log-in.

particular supermarket had insurance, which covered the
IT recovery costs and the loss of revenue.

Accidents caused by human error have had much recent
press coverage; for example, laptops being left on trains or

Case study courtesy of Iain Ainslie, Technology and Cyber

USB sticks containing confidential data being lost (see box 7).

Liability Underwriter, Ace European Group
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Box 7: Examples of security breaches through

1.3 Evolution of the attack environment

USB sticks

Only a few years ago, malware would spread by simple

There have been many security incidents relating to USB

mechanisms such as email or by finding similarly

sticks resulting in data loss and computers being infected

vulnerable software over the network. In this way

with malware. Some recent examples include:

viruses overloaded the network, causing unplanned
service disruption. The problem today is that malware

A USB stick belonging to the Greater Manchester Police

spreads using multiple mechanisms and actively hides

Training Unit was found on the road outside a police

from security systems. An example of this is the 2008

station in 2010. On it was information about how the

Conficker worm. Stuxnet is a very recent and even more

police should cope with riots, violent suspects and

sophisticated worm that has the objective of reaching

terrorist incidents.

and controlling process control systems such as those in
power stations (see box 8).

Youngsters from West Berkshire in the UK had details
about their mental and physical wellbeing exposed
because of an unencrypted USB stick being lost. This

Box 8: Conficker and Stuxnet

was the local council’s second serious data loss incident

Conficker is an example of a sophisticated worm that

during 201021. This loss happened because the council

spreads using a number of mechanisms; including, flaws

was still using older non-encrypted USB devices, despite

in Windows software, USB sticks and using a dictionary of

having moved to encrypted devices four years earlier.

common passwords to infect nearby systems. Conficker
itself hides on a computer and subverts many of the local

NHS Lothian had to run an employee data security

security tools. It has a communication mechanism allowing it

information campaign and purchase a technology

to pick up new instructions, distribute any information found

solution to ensure only encrypted data could be written

and forward instructions to other nearby computers also

to devices . This was triggered by the loss of a USB stick

infected with Conficker. The Conficker writers demonstrated

in 2008 that contained letters to Edinburgh GPs.

a huge amount of skill and knowledge of many aspects of IT

22

in creating such a sophisticated and well-engineered piece
The US department of defence admitted in 2010 that it

of computer software. Despite much effort being applied to

suffered its most significant breach of US military computers

understanding Conficker, its purpose still remains unknown.

ever because of malware spreading via a USB stick23.
The Stuxnet trojan used to attack SCADA systems is
unusually sophisticated, both in the tasks it is seeking to
Most companies rely on the internet to provide

perform and in the way it spreads and communicates. It

connectivity between various sites, external IT services

spreads through a wide variety of mechanisms using a

and mobile staff. Events beyond a company’s control

number of Microsoft vulnerabilities, as well as through

can affect this infrastructure. For example, there were

removable hard drives (including USB sticks), which help

fears that the 2002 bankruptcy of WorldCom (a major

it cross from the internet to control networks. In their

telecommunications company) would severely disrupt the

analysis Symantec suggest that there must have been a

internet . At the time, much of the internet traffic travelled

large development team behind Stuxnet, with knowledge

through WorldCom’s network and its failure could have

of control systems and even of specific target systems27.

had a knock-on effect for many companies. More recently,

They make the point that significant investment must

denial of service attacks in Korea, the US and Estonia (see

have gone into this attack, although there was no obvious

24

box 4) have caused wide spread disruption

.

25,26
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financial payoff.
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Figure 2: A typical schematic of a multi-stage attack

Box 9: Aurora attacks on Google
Operation Aurora, first reported in January 2010, was

1. Explore target
Identify individuals (admins, executives, researchers) that
would provide entry points and explore their interests (eg using
social networking sites).

a highly sophisticated attack on Google and at least
34 other defence, finance and IT companies. Dmitri
Alperovitch, the Vice President of Threat Research at
McAfee said: “We have never ever, outside of the defence

2. Initial intrusion
Use social engineering on the target, eg send an email with
malware embedded in an attached document, or with a link to
an infected website.

industry, seen commercial industrial companies come
under that level of sophisticated attack.”
The attack started using a previously unknown flaw in

3. Establish a foothold
Install a trojan on the victims machine. Open backdoors and
connect back to a command and control server.

Internet Explorer, as well as through emails containing
malicious PDF attachments (again, using previously
unknown flaws in Adobe’s Acrobat Reader). The attacker
used these flaws to install trojans on computers
connected to the company networks. These trojans then

4. Obtain security information
Steal user account login information (ie password or
credentials) to gain access to other systems.

hid and gradually spread to other systems within the
company network. The Trojans gathered information,
sending it to a subverted server in Taiwan for collection
by the perpetrators.

5. Spread to other systems
Use stolen accounts to access other systems, install utilities
and search for data and file shares.

Cyber-criminal attacks have also grown in sophistication.
Online bank fraud started as phishing: where the

6. Steal data
Remove data such as emails, attachments and documents
through an encrypted channel.

criminals would try to replicate a bank’s website and
persuade victims to enter their credentials. Now it uses
trojans on the victim’s computer to record log-in details
and even to enter transactions.

The way attackers work has also evolved, with malware
now being used to extract data over many months. Attacks

Box 10: Cyber-crime techniques

often involve a mix of social engineering and malware

Criminals often start by setting up websites that infect

to achieve an objective. Figure 2 shows the typical steps

visitors’ computers and install Trojans. Exploit packs, such

in a multistage attack: the attacker gains a foothold,

as Eleonore, are for sale on underground forums to help.

spreads into other IT systems and finally removes valuable

Criminals then need to get visitors to their website either

data. The most sophisticated attack, often known as an

by using emails or by making their website appear high

advanced persistent threat (APT), takes this general

up in popular web searches.

form. Here attackers target particular individuals and
information; new attacks are often used to gain entry and

A trojan is a programme that hides on victims’ computer,

spread, and attackers are careful to cover their tracks. The

monitors their activities and communicates information

attackers play the long game, with repeated attempts to

back to the attacker. Zeus has been a popular kit for

successfully complete their objective. Governments and

producing and controlling trojans; however, SpyEye

the defence industry are the traditional targets for these

has recently become more popular. Trojan kits sell on

attacks; however, more recently, attacks have been aimed

underground forums: for example, the latest versions of

at corporate IT (see box 9).
Lloyd’s 360° Risk Insight Managing digital risk: trends, issues and implications for business
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Zeus sell for $3,000 to $4,000. Older versions trade for

over time and risk managers need to reflect on the

less and are sometimes even downloadable.

following issues:
• Do changes in the threat environment necessitate

A trojan or bot monitors people’s web browsing to steal
log-in details. A trojan is usually given a list of popular
banking sites and logs all the web traffic to these sites,
sending it back to the command and control server. This

changes in the company’s response?
• Does this mean increased IT security investment or
tightening policies that may cause business disruption?
• As we adopt new ways of using IT, we need to be

includes victims’ bank log-in and transaction details.

aware that cyber criminals will take advantage of new

Additional ‘injects’ can be bought with the Trojan kit that

weaknesses and find new opportunities for making

ask extra bank verification questions or add additional
transactions as the victim is banking.

money.
• With our increased reliance on IT, are our contingency
plans sufficient to keep the company running?

Attackers then use the passwords to transfer money out
of the company’s bank account. Typically these transfers

The attack environment is agile and so will adapt to

are made to a "mule's" account: someone that they have

new opportunities. The next section describes future

recruited to receive money. Again, there are services

technology trends. We will show that these trends will

available on underground forums to help recruit mules.

bring more complexity, faster change and more business

The mules then wire money to the attacker in another

dependency. This will mean new opportunities for

country. Once a bank detects fraudulent transactions it

attackers, so we can expect the threat environment to

will try to block, reverse or claim back the money, but it

continue to thrive.

can often be too late.

2. Current and future technology trends
In order to plan and prepare for future digital risks,
1.4 Threat summary

businesses need to be aware of and understand

Four major points emerge from our discussion of the

technology trends. We examine four major trends (see

threat environment:

figure 3) that will transform the digital risk landscape:

• There is an increasing variety in the methods and

• The explosive growth in digital information

motivations of attackers.
• Attacks are increasingly sophisticated. Attackers are
now well-funded and are patient enough to run attacks

• Advancements in connected technology
• Changes in how people connect
• The trend towards virtual online business.

over a long period of time.
• Cyber crime funds the development of more malware,
which enables more cyber attacks.
• Many risks to digital security remain from more

Recent advances in IT have brought huge changes
to how we use and manage information: processors
are smaller and faster; broadband and wi-fi have

traditional sources such as accidents and

improved connectivity; screens have better resolution;

environmental threats, including fires and floods.

touchscreens have become input devices; storage
devices are smaller and hold more data; and power

Risk managers need to have an understanding of the

consumption and batteries have improved. This has

threat environment and its effects on their business. The

allowed us to develop smartphones (such as the iPhone,

way a business uses and relies on IT systems will change

Palm, or BlackBerry) that have more computing power
and storage than desktop PCs had ten years ago.

16
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Figure 3: Future technology trends

• More data from more sources with better analytics will
bring benefits, but carry privacy risks and challenges for
information governance.

Information
explosion

• Social networking is changing the way people
communicate. This will increase the risk of information
leakage, social engineering attacks and reputational damage.

Connected
people

Connected
technology

Virtual
business

• Better devices and better connectivity will improve user
experience, but be an entry point for business risks.
• IT supply chain has specific assurance challenges.

• Cloud computing will transform the way businesses
rely on IT. This will increase information stewardship and
assurance challenges.

Box 11: The pace of technology change – the

At the same time, the internet has transformed the way

example of the telephone

we communicate and consume media. This started with

The telephone provides a powerful example of the

email communication and static websites. Search engines

increasing pace of technological change. By most

such as Google made this content more accessible.

technical measures of storage and processing the

As networks and home connectivity improved, users

iPhone 4 is ten times more powerful than the 1995

started to spend more time online. This led to instant

Pentium-Pro based PC, which in turn was considerably

messaging, richer interactive web content, webcasts,

more powerful than the original Intel 8086 PC.

and downloadable music, films and applications. More
recently blogging, tweeting and social networking sites

The iPhone 4 was released in 2010, and 1.7 million

have become very popular.

devices were sold in the first three days. This is twice as
many phones as the Bell telephone company (formed in

Companies have been transformed by these changes.

1877) were supporting in 1900.

Most use IT to run their business processes and many
use the internet to connect to their customers. New

Unlike early telephones, and most significantly because

consumer devices and applications continuously find

of the convergence of technology and connectivity,

their way into the enterprise. Companies also store

these modern devices are immediately able to connect

and analyse huge amounts of information about their

and share data across many systems. By year-end 2010,

processes and customers.

it is estimated that 1.2 billion people will be carrying
handsets capable of rich mobile commerce; thus
providing a rich environment for the convergence of
mobility and the web28.
Rather than knowing how much more powerful these
devices will become, the real challenge in terms of
managing digital risk is predicting how people will use

“Enterprises are seeing a sea change
from risk being associated with physical
resources, like property, to being
increasingly concerned with intangible
digital assets.”
Dan Trueman, Underwriter, Kiln

them and the implications of this.
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2.1 The information explosion

Over time the amount of data and the sophistication

The amount of digital information is growing exponentially:

of the analysis has increased. Technological advances

more videos are created and copied; sensors collect more

have allowed businesses to explore the data,

information; and more business, scientific and personal

relationships and trends in ever more detail. In the

information is generated and published online. In addition,

same way that improved search on the web has

there are more ways to store, combine and analyse this

changed the way we casually look up and check

information. In general this is a good thing; businesses are

information, businesses will soon expect to be able

using this information to innovate, become more efficient

to get quick answers to ad hoc questions about how

and create better services. However, there are privacy

the business is performing.

concerns over the ability to find and correlate information
about individuals. Plus, the new developments will create

Business intelligence applications bring obvious

complexity, making it more difficult for businesses to

advantages, but they will require even better data

control their use of information.

governance to ensure risks are managed. Businesses
generally have policies and procedures to ensure

18

Business intelligence.

security of information. For example, there will be

Companies are storing increasing amounts of data and

policies to restrict access to applications and to ensure

using it to develop and optimise their business processes

the integrity of databases and the proper archiving

and strategies. Many corporate applications (including

of files. Business intelligence increases the size,

those around managing customers, the supply chain and

accessibility and complexity of these databases and

finance) feed information into vast data warehouses.

will make it difficult to enforce these policies. As digital

Business intelligence applications analyse the data and

information gets more easily combined, copied, edited,

look for trends and anomalies, which are used to produce

emailed and published, information management will be

regular reports on how the business is performing.

even harder.
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Box 12: The challenge of data governance

Box 13: Heartland Payment Systems lose credit

Zurich Insurance lost the personal details of 46,000

card details

customers in 201029. The data was stored on a

Heartland Payment Systems found malicious software

back-up tape that was lost while being transferred to

inside their payment processing systems. This malware

a data storage centre in South Africa. The Financial

was collecting unencrypted payment card data. As a

Services Authority (FSA) criticised Zurich UK for failing

major credit and debit card processor, this placed as

to ensure it had effective systems and controls to

many as 100 million cards - issued by more than 650

protect customer data handled in the outsourcing

financial service companies - at risk. As a result, by

arrangement, and to prevent the lost data from

the end of 2009, Heartland had incurred expenses

possibly being used for criminal purposes, the FSA

totalling $128.9m and their share price had dropped

fined Zurich £2.27m.

from $14 to $430.

Businesses face a trade-off in deciding policies for

Other regulations may become applicable, depending on

information management. Providing easier ways to

the type of data and regulations in a particular industry

analyse data and using that data to optimise processes

segment. In the US, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act mandates

clearly has its benefits, but there are also risks.

good practice to protect the integrity of financial reports
and hence financial data. Basel II (for the banking sector)

Data integrity/availability - Threats to the quality of

and Solvency II (for the EU insurance sector) also have

data can come from failures in both the central data

strong data integrity requirements. Non-compliance can

warehouse (where all the data is stored) and the

have serious consequences.

systems supplying the data. As business processes
become more intelligently automated, the business

Increasing collection of data

will be at more risk when the availability or integrity of

Today we have public and private CCTV; systems to

information feeds is affected.

track people’s movement through shopping centres
using their mobile phones; smart meters monitoring

Data confidentiality - Leakage of data from business

electricity usage in our homes; and RFID tags to monitor

intelligence systems provides others with an insight into

the movement of goods. The growing trend to collect

how the business processes are performing. The wider

data from physical devices will lead to privacy concerns

the access, the easier it will be for attackers to find entry

for individuals, particularly when coupled with storage

points that they can use to derive and extract data for

and analytic capabilities.

both extortion and espionage.
In the longer term we can expect huge growth in
Regulation - Business intelligence systems holding

sensors measuring everything in our homes,

personal information about employees or customers

workplaces, highways and cities. Challenges will centre

must comply with data protection legislation. For

around whose information it is, who gets to see it and

companies operating in an international environment

its provenance. There is likely to be societal unease over

this means complying with many different pieces of

even more surveillance, yet there will also be benefits;

data protection legislation. The data breach notification

for example, easing traffic congestion and reduced

laws within the US require companies to notify and help

energy consumption.

manage the risks of customers whose data is lost. This
legislation therefore can lead to both reputational and

Many companies will store, process and share sensor

financial risks.

data or aggregated results. Policies and regulation on
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appropriate use and levels of security will be needed

Other risks to business relating to the use of personal

to ensure good data stewardship. As in other areas, it

devices will include:

will be challenging to define policies that take account of
privacy concerns and yet encourage innovation.

Physical loss - Devices are becoming smaller and more
mobile, which increases the chances of them getting lost

2.2 Connected technology

or misplaced. At the same time, storage and connectivity

Advances that improve devices, connectivity and ways to

increases. This leads to risks of data loss and unapproved

display information are generally good things, but there

access to corporate networks. USB sticks provide a current

are risks. Employees are likely to want to use (unsecured)

example as they hold large amounts of data and are often

consumer devices in the workplace, which will increase

lost (for example, last year a total of 4,500 USB sticks were

the risk of security breaches.

found by dry cleaners31). Laptop loss also regularly hits the
headlines, particularly where personal records are lost.

Personal and business use of USB sticks and social

If these devices are not secured, companies risk others

networking sites are two current examples of employees'

gaining access to corporate services such as email.

potential to cause security risks within their companies.
As usage patterns change many organisations have had
to create and implement policies after the event.

Box 14: Laptop stolen from US Department of
Veterans Affairs

Further issues related to these technology risks are:

The US Department of Veterans Affairs has estimated
that the loss of 26.5 million personal records has cost

• How global supply chains affect the IT industry. Both

between $100m and $500m. The data included names,

software development and hardware manufacturing

birth dates and social security numbers of veterans and

have aspects that make assurance of technology

their families, along with details of military personnel

products challenging.

on active duty. This breach happened when a laptop
containing the data was stolen from a staff member’s

• Trends to build better security properties into standard

residence in May 2006.

computer systems. Since standard machines are a weak
point for security management, this has the potential to
significantly improve digital risk management.

Malware Spread - As mobility increases, devices will
connect to many different networks; some of which may

For more information on both these issues, please refer

have hostile users and make companies more vulnerable

to appendices 3 and 4.

to attack. Movement between these networks allows
malware to spread; for example, from the home into the

Personal devices

company. Even a USB stick can bridge these systems

Corporate IT has transformed from a world where most

and spread infections between computer systems; for

devices were permanently connected to the corporate

example, the Stuxnet Trojan spreads in this way (see

network to one where users have laptops, smartphones

boxes 5 and 8).

and portable storage devices. While people value the
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increased mobility and connectivity, it means that data

Enterprises work hard to protect PCs against malware by

moves around the world with them. Devices touch many

running antivirus systems and patching processes to fix

different networks, such as employee’s home networks

software errors: a basic and minimal level of protection.

and those provided by hotels, airports and coffee shops.

As hackers’ explore and find ways to attack a greater

This exposes them to less protected environments and

variety of devices, including smartphones, the scope of

an increased risk of attack.

these security processes must increase. Otherwise, we
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risk these devices becoming the attackers’ entry point

exposing more systems to attacks that could affect basic

into the company. However, running these processes is

infrastructure and, for example, stop factories functioning,

becoming increasingly difficult as more employees use

disable cars or even cut power to regions.

their own personal devices for work.
Device Security Failures - Often we rely on features in

Box 15: The hacked car

our devices to prevent others gaining access. Where there

A security team have created software that can take

is a large range of devices or they are closed to external

control of cars33; for example, disabling the brakes or

examination it becomes hard to know whether these

shutting off the engine34. Modern cars have a multimedia

mechanisms are trustworthy. For example, hackers have

network that connects mobile phones, the dashboard,

shown that they can remove an iPhone passcode32.

Bluetooth headsets and MP3 players. These networks
connect through a gateway to the engine control

Connectivity and convergence

network, allowing the reporting of performance data. As

The digital world is not just about our computer systems.

the connectivity grows, there is an increased risk of an

These days most physical devices, from the power and

attack spreading to the engine control systems.

water grid to our cars, contain embedded computer
systems. Traditionally, these systems operate on isolated
networks, hence minimising many of the security threats.

Transition to digital displays

However, more are now connecting to standard networks,

Today, large flat-panel LCD displays are increasingly

and convergence to common software and ways to share

replacing posters. Research laboratories are investing

data (eg USB sticks) will lead to further ways of being

in producing plastic flexible displays35 (see figure 5).

compromised. This was exploited by the Stuxnet Trojan,

These displays will be more like paper: much lighter and

as described earlier. In general, greater connectivity is

produced on rollers. Consumer devices will lose most of
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their weight and, since these new displays only require

networks and grow them by finding people with common

power to change the image, battery life will increase.

interests. Some social networking sites serve a particular
niche; LinkedIn, for example, helps people develop their

As display technology advances, new usage models will

professional networks. Other sites encourage blogging,

be developed that improve the way we view information.

such as Twitter the popular micro-blogging site.

These displays offer the potential to make vast amounts
of information viewable at once. As businesses value new

Social networking sites can be useful in promoting a

functionality and new ways to view information, growth

company and its products and in communicating with

in the use of large displays is bound to accelerate, despite

different audiences. BT has even introduced an internal

the potential security risks.

social networking site to encourage collaboration between
its employees36. However, social networking also exposes

As future devices take advantage of such displays,

companies to many new risks; these are discussed below.

threats will develop to reflect the way they are used.
Printed material is still one of the big sources of data

Information leakage - Social networking provides ways

loss. Devices and walls that retain displayed data will

for people to communicate and hence new ways for

carry similar risks. As display sizes grow and are placed

information to leak. The immediacy of blogs and tweets

in public or semi-public environments, it will be harder

means that comments are sometimes not properly

to prevent unauthorised people from seeing confidential

considered and reviewed, unlike carefully vetted reports

content. The risk is that most companies will find it too

and press releases. It is easy for pieces of confidential

expensive to control routinely displayed information

information to ‘slip out’.

in the same way as they would control and vet press
releases or marketing documents, for example.

It is not just product plans that leak onto the social
networking sites. General office gossip can spread

2.3 Connected people

out into public forums. If employees use such sites

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and broadband at home

to vent their frustrations it can present risks to a

are enabling and encouraging people to:

company’s reputation.

• Use email and instant messaging to communicate.
• Use the web and web 2.0 to publish and broadcast

Box 16: Confidential information on LinkedIn

interactive information about themselves and others.

An employee working for Hays Specialist Recruitment

• Use social networking to create and maintain relationships.

left to set up a rival agency. However, while still at Hays
the individual uploaded many of his business contacts

These trends are affecting the workforce and working

into the LinkedIn social networking site; claiming that

environment, often with positive business outcomes.

this was done with Hays consent. He also asserted that

However, there are many potential risks. Social networking,

once the invitation to join his network was accepted “the

in particular, can be a source of information leaks; it can

information ceased to be confidential because it was

also inform social engineering attacks, spread malware or

accessible to a wider audience”.

even be a cause of reputational damage.
A judge rejected this argument in a court case in 2008
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Social networking

and required the disclosure of the LinkedIn records. This

There is a growing range of online social networking

case raises issues around when information ceases to

methods and sites. Facebook is the most obvious

be confidential, particularly when posted on external

and popular example. A key feature is that these sites

personal sites. It also suggests that internet usage policies

allow people to maintain their existing physical social

may need reviewing to mitigate potential risks.
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Information gathering - Social networking provides a

Malware spread - Cyber criminals are starting to use

window into people’s lives that potential attackers can

social networking sites to spread malware. Spam and

use to their advantage. When carrying out a targeted

phishing attacks have become increasingly ineffective,

attack, such as spear phishing or industrial espionage,

but when messages come from people we know or feel

an attacker may spend considerable time gathering

connected to they become more believable. This provides

information about the company and employees using

a highly effective way of spreading infections.

social engineering techniques. Social networking sites
provide a great way to explore the background of a

Reputational attacks - Social networking and blogs can

company and pick potential targets. This may involve

be a good way to promote a company and its products.

identifying key individuals, perhaps a PA or System

However, it is also easy for others to publish stories

Administrator, researching their hobbies and interests,

that could damage a company’s reputation. Companies

befriending them, questioning them, or directing them to

should mitigate these reputational risks by keeping

websites that infect their computer.

an eye on their online public profile and developing
contingency plans to respond to any crisis.

Most social network sites do very little to check
people’s identities; all you need is a valid email address.

2.4 Virtual business

Information on social networking sites has also been

Over the next few years, we expect a massive growth

used to help impersonate people. For example, text has

in cloud, driven by investment by IT companies. For

been taken and used in whaling emails to make them

example, Steve Ballmer, Microsoft’s CEO recently said:

more believable.

“About 70% of the folk who work for us today are either
doing something that is exclusively for the cloud or cloud
inspired… This is the bet for our company”38.

Box 17: A fictitious identity experiment37
Thomas Ryan, a security consultant, created a fictitious

This will lead to the emergence of a wide variety of new

security expert called Robin Sage as part of a 28-day

business services as well as the migration of current

experiment to show how easy it is to fabricate a credible

applications to the cloud. Ultimately, this could lead to the

identity, even in the security world. Ryan enrolled Robin

creation of truly virtual businesses where almost every

on a number of social networking sites; her profile listed

aspect of a business is outsourced.

her job as a cyber-threat analyst at the Naval Network
Warfare Command and claimed she had a degree from

The cloud provides IT services on demand over the

MIT. Her profile also said she had 10 years experience,

internet. This should be contrasted with a company

despite being only 25. Even this simple error did not

running their own IT systems where they need to maintain

prevent some security experts from trusting her.

sufficient capacity to meet their peak usage. By sharing
the cloud providers systems, companies expect to

In the course of the experiment Robin used these social

achieve considerable cost savings39. Customers are able

networking sites to build a network of contacts within

to rapidly increase or decrease the number of computer

the defence and security industries and also within the

resources they are using, to fit with their business cycles.

alumni of MIT. Many of Robin's contacts treated her as

Cloud providers tend to offer standard services for many

part of the security community, asking her to review

customers. This contrasts with IT outsourcing, where

papers, speak at conferences and even contacting her

services and contracts tend to be negotiated to fit the

about jobs.

customer’s needs. The cost and agility gains mean that
companies are likely to increasingly use cloud services.
A recent survey of IT buyers by CIO magazine found that
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companies expect to spend an average of 5% of their IT

Governance - Many companies have integrated security

budget on cloud and expect this to double in the next five

and identity management approaches. Cloud services

years. A more detailed explanation of cloud computing is

often have different security and access processes, which

given in appendix 5.

could undermine overall control and compliance.

Box 18: Cost savings from cloud computing

make money, there is a risk it will collapse or withdraw

A number of companies are already using cloud and

the service. This can lead to operational risks and the

achieving cost savings or business benefits. For example,

threat that critical data is lost along with the loss of

the US Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) investor

service. Even when data is recoverable, there may

advocacy relations group migrated to a salesforce.com

be costs in converting it to a usable form. Worse still,

solution in the cloud. This provided them with better IT

the data could potentially leak out if the cloud service

support for their processes and reduced the time it takes

provider’s assets are sold.

Financial Resilience - If the service provider fails to

to close a case from over 30 days to less than seven. The
cloud approach allowed the solution to be adopted with

Companies that have control over their IT systems can

very little upfront investment. In another example, the

also make their own decisions about whether to vet IT

state of Utah reduced the number of servers they use

staff, how much control or trust should be put in system

from 1,800 to just 400 virtual servers, saving $4m .

administrators and whether to deploy new security

40

technology. In the cloud they would need to rely on the
choices of their providers.
Despite the advantages, many are worried about the
security implications of cloud. The CIO magazine survey

Cloud platform and infrastructure providers operate on a

placed this as the top concern for IT stakeholders41. It

very large scale and rely on sharing or reusing resources

is not that cloud is necessarily less secure. In fact, when

between customers. This will lead to particular security

run by specialist IT providers, it may offer better security.

design choices. Customers should ask about the way

However, for cloud to become a trusted platform for

processes, architecture and staff will ensure appropriate

critical business services, it will need to provide much

separation of their data: in terms of both confidentiality

better assurance offerings, giving improved visibility on

and availability of their information resources. Data can

security levels that integrate into the overall digital risk

become concentrated among a few service providers and

management process.

attackers may find it a worthwhile investment to break a
cloud service to gain access to many companies’ data.

There are a range of concerns relating to transparency
and reliance on third-party cloud service providers. For

The situation gets even more complex when software

example, legal and regulatory obligations will mean that

service providers run their offerings using cloud platforms

companies will have to pay attention to:

or infrastructure. Some software service providers
may use other third-party services as they construct

Location - Where is data held in the cloud, what

their offerings. This increases the challenges around IT

is the legal jurisdiction, and what are the implications

governance. It is no longer sufficient to know that one

and obligations?

company is managing our risks appropriately. We need
to look beyond the direct service provider and down

24

Audit - Companies need to audit their IT systems; a

the supply chain to look at the other service, platform

generic audit by a cloud service provider will not normally

and infrastructure providers. All stakeholders should be

suffice, and handling many different audit demands will

performing this due diligence and sharing appropriate

undermine the cost model.

assurance information.
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Any transition to cloud is likely to be painful for mature

financial reports and therefore demanded checks on the

companies. Existing IT departments will shrink and the

integrity of the IT infrastructure and financial applications.

skills required for the remaining staff may change. This

SOX provided the business justification for improving

transition process may well increase risks from internal

security and identity management. However, this was

threats if IT administrators become disgruntled. Having

costly: a survey by the US Chamber of Commerce in

made the transition, it is then hard to go back and would

2007 showed 69% of companies estimated their costs of

be likely to require a new investment cycle. Moving to

complying with SOX at above $100,00042.

cloud may also reduce flexibility to respond to changes
in regulation as it may be hard to force changes in the

3.1 Challenges of multi-jurisdiction

service contract.

As technology advances new regulations often follow,
but not necessarily consistently across the world.

3. Regulatory and legal risks

Keeping track of the different rules across multiple

Concern that digital risks are not being adequately

regions, countries and industries is becoming a major

addressed is putting pressure on governments to fix

challenge for organisations, particularly multinationals

the problem. This has led to many laws and regulations

(see Figure 4). Multinationals will have to deal with the

governing the way we use technology. New regulations

different rules applied by each state as well as being

can improve the situation but often prove costly.

aware of industry specific ones.

For example, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX)

New regulations lag behind technological developments

was introduced to ensure the accuracy of a company’s

and vary across the world. For example, data breach and
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Figure 4: A sample of global regulations

Basel II Capital Accord

Data Protection Act 1998

Canadian Electronic Evidence Act

Computer Misuse Act 1990

SEC 17a-4 (USA)

BSI PD0008 (UK)

HIPAA (USA)

NF Z 42-013 (France)

ISO 18501/18509

GDPdU & GoBS (Germany)

FDA 21 CFR Part 11

CNIPA (Italy)

Sarbanes-Oxley Act (USA)

11MEDIS-DC (Japan)
Electronic Ledger Storage Law (Japan)

privacy legislation is still in its infancy, even though

• In the US, most states have breach notification rules.

many companies have large customer databases

These vary, but can be very expensive since failures can

retaining vast amounts of personal information. The

require the notification of many thousands of people.

EU has a regulatory approach to data protection that
contrasts with the punitive post-incident data breach

• The US healthcare industry has the health insurance

notification rules in the US. In May 2010, as news

portability and accountability act (HIPAA) to protect

spread about how Google’s streetcars were collecting

patient health information.

wi-fi data, the US had a series of class actions. The UK
responded through the information commissioner’s

• EU member states are required to implement the Data

office43, while Australia treated it as a criminal matter

Protection Directive (95/46/EEC) which was introduced

for the police.

to harmonise national data protection laws throughout
the EU. However, differences between national laws

26

This developing legislation around privacy and data

have arisen partly due to the fact that the Directive

protection provides a good example of the challenge

allows each member state to introduce or retain more

of multi-jurisdictions.

stringent rules.
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• The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act in the US was introduced

Box 19: e-Discovery challenges

in 1999 to allow certain kinds of financial institutions

The Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight was

to merge. This act includes a set of requirements

forced to spend $6m (totalling 9% of its annual budget) to

for safeguarding the privacy of customers’ personal

comply with a subpoena for electronic documents46.

financial information.
The US federal rules of civil procedure were amended
These different regulations are an indication of the

to include electronically stored information in 2006. This

challenges to come as communities increasingly find

means that both parties in litigation must supply a range

that they do not have shared views on what constitutes

of information from emails on social networking sites to

good stewardship.

system log files and surveillance tapes. Electronic data
must also be preserved as soon as litigation is considered.

Another current area of developing legislation is
around government surveillance. Often the driver

In the case of Harkabi v. Sandisk Corp, the judge ordered

is national security, and so different countries have

the defendants to pay $150,000 in monetary sanctions for

different rules for what businesses are obliged to

the prolonged delay in producing details47.

share. Some examples of differing legislation include:
His ruling began: “Electronic discovery requires litigants
• The UK has had the Regulation of Investigatory

to scour disparate data-storage mediums and formats for

Powers Act (RIPA) in place since 2000. In effect,

potentially relevant documents. That undertaking involves

this allows certain public bodies numerous

duelling considerations: thoroughness and cost. This motion

rights to monitor or demand access to certain

illustrated the perils of failing to strike the proper balance.”

communications. Changes have occurred since its
introduction: most significantly the change in 2009
requiring ISPs to log users’ web and email activity.

There are also questions relating to the appropriate
jurisdiction for an act committed within cyberspace, ie

• It is reported that the US is preparing a new bill

where will legal action be taken in the case of a dispute48?

to ensure ISPs are able to comply with orders to

Some US states, such as Connecticut, claim jurisdiction

disclose the contents of communications .

where an offence impacts upon a computer located in the
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state49. Other countries, such as Malaysia50, have a very
• There has been controversy in Saudi Arabia

wide definition of its jurisdiction. Therefore, an act that is

surrounding the banning of BlackBerrys that are not

legal in one country could lead to prosecution in others.

enabled with government intercepts.

Companies need to be aware of where legal action
may occur.

Regulations in different jurisdictions may even conflict.
For example, the French Data Protection Agency (CNIL)

Although each new regulation may lead to better security,

has had to issue guidance to help companies manage

it could also incur unforeseen legal ramifications. The pace

apparent conflicts between data protection legislation

of technology progress means that regulations will always

and US discovery legislation (see box 19). The latter

lag changes brought about by technology. Moreover

has required documents to be made available for

the regulations and ramifications will likely vary across

court cases .

jurisdictions. Dealing with the risks associated with multi-

45

jurisdictional legislation and regulation is going to continue
to increase in complexity and is a topic that organisations
will have to pay close attention to.
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part 2

business response
and recommendations

It is recommended that risk managers get more involved in
helping shape IT governance and information security.

28
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1.Risk governance

• The working group should review the appropriateness

The primary governance question for digital risk is how

of risk mitigation and transfer strategies currently used

serious is it for the business? We recommend that

by the business.

digital risk should increasingly be considered within
a company’s overall risk governance processes and

More broadly, the trends show the need for more

structure and should become a major concern for

effective communication, co-operation and collaboration

boards. The question is how to do this?

at multiple levels to deal with digital risks. Individual
governments and regional bodies are beginning to

This is still a hard question to answer, and will vary for

do more, with a series of cyber security initiatives

every company. The future trends part of this report has

announced by the EU51, US and UK. However, there

painted a picture of an increasingly sophisticated and

is still very little sharing of information or coordinated

hostile threat environment that will adapt and develop

response to attacks between stakeholders, ie between

in response to fast-changing technological advances.

businesses, industries and governments. This makes it

If anything, the digital threat is likely to get even more

much harder to spot problems or to catch attackers. This

complex in the future.

is made worse by differing and lagging legislation and law
enforcement between countries and sectors.

This suggests that, in addition to any risk assessment
and mitigation activities, risk managers need to make

2.Risk mitigation

time to monitor developments in threats and technology

Mitigating digital risk is expensive for companies in terms

and provide an informed view to the business about

of both investments and labour. Most of these costs fall

overall risks. They will not have all the skills and

within the IT department and it is the IT department’s

knowledge to do this themselves, and so they should

responsibility to keep responding to changing business

look across the business to find the right stakeholders

needs while at the same time ensuring security is

and expertise to help.

managed appropriately.

Recommendation 1: Risk managers should set up a

Continual technology change has led to many businesses

working group to monitor and review the exposure

having heterogeneous and complex IT. This makes

of the business to digital threats and keep their

security management hard. We will examine the range

boards regularly informed. More specifically:

of security products available and the effort involved in
putting good security in place later in this report. Risk

• The working group should decide and review when the

managers need to work closely with the IT department

board should be actively involved or simply informed of

to prioritise which of the many options available will

digital risks to the business.

best mitigate risk for their company while supporting the
ongoing needs of the business.

• The working group should include information
technology experts and strategists, key business

We will also look at the standards and best practices that

stakeholders and legal representatives.

can be used to help manage digital risk.

• It is unlikely a single formula will work for regular

2.1 Security and IT department

analysis, but the structure of this report might provide

In the early days of IT, businesses custom-built systems to

an appropriate starting point.

suit their needs. Gradually, standard software emerged for
both infrastructure and applications. Making adjustments
is often risky and expensive when old systems are still
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being used. As new technology emerges most businesses

As the quote below shows, there can be differences in

find their IT is a complex mix of custom-built and commercial

culture and incentives between risk and IT functions. As

off-the-shelf applications and infrastructure. There are regular

such it is recommended that risk managers get more

and ongoing attempts to consolidate and simplify IT services,

involved in understanding and helping shape IT governance

but the pace of technology change makes this difficult.

and information security, particularly in promoting access to
appropriate security skills and knowledge.

This also makes security management hard in a number
of ways. For example, it is difficult to enforce a centralised
and uniform identity and access policy when every
application has different access control mechanisms.
Similarly, it can be difficult to determine how different
components relate to each other, so it becomes difficult to
determine where the business is at risk.
The IT security marketplace has responded, albeit in an
unstructured manner, with hundreds of product categories
(see Table 1) dealing with many of the different IT risk

"As brokers we often see a certain tension
between the insurance buyer and the IT
Security team at the client. Essentially, the
insurance buyer is tasked with identifying
potential risk exposures, but the IT
Security team is keen to demonstrate that
they have fulfilled their task: to put in place
and manage a robust IT Security system."
Luke Foord-Kelcey, Jardine Lloyd Thompson

problems. This quickly leads to prioritisation challenges that
require broad business, technical and security expertise.
Table 1: A sample of major security product categories
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Data Protection & Privacy
Management

Infrastructure Security

Governance, Risk, &
Compliance Management

Identity & Access
Management

Application Security

Endpoint Security

Risk Management &
Compliance

Identity Management

• Application Penetration
Testing
• Application & Code
Testing/Scanning
• Web Application Firewalls
• Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) Security

• Personal Firewall
• Anti-virus, Anti-spyware,
Anti-adware
• Host intrusion
Detection/Prevention Services
• Mobile Devices Security

• Compliance Assessment
• Vulnerability & Threat
Management
• eDiscovery & Archiving

• Directory Services
• User Provisioning/
Deprovisioning

Content Security

Network Security

Security Operations

Access Control

• Email Security
• Web Content Filtering
• Other Channels (IM, P2P)

• Network Access Control
• Network Intrusion
Detection/Prevention Services
• Firewalls
• Virtual Private Networks
• Unified Threat Management
• Wireless Security

• Security Incident/Event
Management
• Forensics
• Event Log Management
• Security Configuration
Management
• Security Operations Centres

• Role Based Access Control

Data Security

Data Centre Security

Business Continuity

• Enterprise Rights
Management
• Disk/File Encryption
• Public Key Infrastructure
• Data Loss Prevention
• Storage Security
• Database Security

• Cloud Computing Security
• Virtualisation Security

• Disaster Recovery Services
• Physical Security
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Recommendation 2: Risk managers should

The changes in security spend as a percentage of IT

become more involved in IT governance and

spend (See graph 1) reflect this change.

strategy and major technology transformations.
More specifically, they should:

Graph 1: Security Spending as a % of IT spend

• Ensure awareness and understanding of the levels of

100

reliance on technology across the business.

are involved in managing digital risk, and ensure the

Percent

• Know the different roles within the business that

80
60
40
20

appropriate experts and stakeholders own or input into
digital risk decisions.

0
2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

Year

• Be aware when major transformations are due to occur

Greater than 25%

11% to 25%

2% to 10%

1% or less

None

and use these opportunities for active assessment of
At the same time, incidents are getting worse and

digital risk.

more numerous. For example, the median number of
2.2 The cost of security

incidents rose from 15 to 45 between 2008 and 2010.

Obtaining accurate statistics on security spend and the

The perceived seriousness of incidents (see graph 2) is

cost of security incidents is difficult. Security spending

also increasing. There are more incidents in the serious,

within an IT department is often wrapped into the overall

very serious or extremely serious percentage; increased

operational spend. In 2004, the congressional research

incident costs also reflect this trend.

service reported52 that estimates of global economic
Graph 2: Seriousness of the worst security incidents

losses from cyber attacks ranged from $13bn (worms and
viruses only) to $226bn (for all forms of attacks). However,
it also questioned the reliability of these estimates. Various

100

IT security vendors have run surveys53 with reports of

80

$3.8m and downtime for critical infrastructure companies
costing an average of $6.3m per day.

Percent

average annual costs per business ranging from £1.2m to

60
40
20

Comparisons across surveys and over different years
are hard to make, particularly as survey methodologies
change. However, the Information Security Breach

0
2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

Year

Extremely serious

Very serious

Serious

Not serious

Not at all serious

Survey (ISBS), produced by PwC and sponsored by the
UK government, has run over a number of years with a

2.3 Standards, guidance and best practices

consistent methodology54.

There are many national and international standards and
good practice guides for managing information and digital

The overall conclusions show that the approach of UK

risks (see Appendix 2). All these standards have slightly

companies to security is maturing; for example, there

different approaches and purposes.

is a steady increase in companies with documented
information security policies: from 14% in 2000 to 55% in

The British standard for security management, BS7799,

2008, and this is forecast to continue increasing in 2010.

was one of the early accessible guides that became
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popular and trusted; this led to its adoption by the

Box 20: Jericho and early guidance for security

international standards organisation as the ISO27000

The Jericho forum is an association for security officers

series. NIST also provide an important and influential set

from multi-national companies, major security vendors,

of standards for risk and cloud computing .

governments, and academics. Traditionally, IT security

55

revolved around maintaining a strong network perimeter.
Several methodologies exist that aim to help

However, over time organisations have found themselves

organisations perform a systematic evaluation of their

needing to open up more and more of their internal

IT security risk . These standards and methodologies

applications and infrastructure. As a group, the Jericho

help businesses to develop a systematic approach to

forum was early to identify and discuss approaches to

prioritisation. For example, typical steps include:

this problem, coining the phrase ‘de-perimeterisation’.

56

They developed a set of principles; including, the need
• A scoping phase where the asset, system or service of
concern is characterised.

for federated identity management and for components
within the perimeter to be protected. This guidance is
now available from the Open Group58.

• A threat analysis where the attacks, motivations,
opportunities and vulnerabilities are considered.
A common challenge is that technology experts
• An analysis of the likelihood and impact of any of the
threats occurring; this helps in prioritisation.

understand and see digital risks from an IT perspective,
but business units and managers are in a better
position to view these in a wider business context. The

• An analysis of the risk mitigation options. Typically these

Information Systems Audit and Control Association

would be security controls, but other risk management

produce COBIT: a framework designed to help bridge

options are not ruled out.

the gap between control requirements, technical issues
and business risks. However, very few individuals within

Standards often point to known best practices for

a company have both the business oversight and the

mitigating common risks. Regulatory initiatives such as

technical expertise. Moreover, these communities

Solvency II, SOX and Basel II have also stimulated more

often use very different terminology and have different

comprehensive enterprise risk management, which has

concerns. Although the COBIT framework can help,

improved risk mitigation.

bridging the business-technology expertise gap remains
an ongoing challenge.

The rapid pace of technology change means that there
will always be new issues that require the development

Recommendation 3: Risk managers should ensure

of new practices. For example, the Jericho Forum

that best practice and applicable standards and

provided early guidance on the changing role of

frameworks are used to help manage digital risks.

network boundaries (see box 20). In a similar way the

This means:

Cloud Security Alliance and the European Network
and Information Security Agency have both recently

• Consider using standards for more common digital

published guidance relating to risks associated with

risk problems and looking for any new best practice

cloud computing57.

guidance for more unusual problems.
• Selecting risk assessment teams containing the right
mixture of business and technology stakeholders.
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3. Risk transfer

policies that cover legal actions attributable to the failure

In order to effectively manage digital risks, businesses

of a product or service. Recently, insurance for cyber

can consider transferring some of these risks to a third

extortion has been emerging, which covers ransom for

party through the use of insurance. Many businesses

valuable information.

may believe that their existing insurance policies will
include digital risks, but most traditional insurance
policies (property and commercial liability) tend to focus

Box 21: Implications of US data breach legislation

on tangible damage to physical property and do not cover

US data breach legislation ensures that when personal

the many new areas of digital risk. Similarly, traditional

data is lost there is an obligation to notify those affected.

business interruption policies focus on damage caused

The costs involved can be very large, as an effective

by fire or flood and do not consider non-physical damage,

response could include:

such as denial of service attacks. However, companies
may not be aware of the potential digital risk covers
available to them.

• Forensic analysis to determine the what, who, when,
where and how of the breach
• Legal advice on how to proceed

Insurance for cyber risks has been available for some
time, and the market has developed considerably over

• Logistics of giving notification to large numbers
of people

the last few years to help business manage the digital

• Credit monitoring

exposure they face. A lack of historical claims data and

• Setting up a call centre

concern over the potential size of some digital losses

• Handling of public relations

has deterred some insurers, but there are a number of

• Dealing with the losses of third parties

specialist underwriters now providing cover (including at
Lloyd’s). Although difficult to measure, the current market

The potential scale of this impact means businesses

for cyber insurance is estimated to be around $600m: up

should consider reviewing and revising their personal

from $450m - $500m in 200959.

data protection practices and seeking advice on how they
might mitigate the risk through insurance solutions.

Most coverage today is related to liability. First-party
liability covers a company's own losses due to damage

Paul Bantick, Underwriter (Tech, Media and Business

to availability, integrity and confidentiality of company

Services - Specialty Lines) Beazley

data, intellectual property and other privacy infringementrelated issues. Third-party liability covers related losses
incurred by others. Insurance cover for third-party

There are certainly several challenges facing the

claims for breaches of rights of privacy are becoming

cyber-risks insurance market. One of the most difficult

increasingly popular, driven in part by the potential costs

challenges is pricing, as there is limited data on security

associated with the US privacy breach notification laws

incidents; this is partly because there is a lack of

(see box 21).

incentives for organisations to report such attacks. In
addition, new types of attacks are constantly evolving,

There is also increasing coverage relating to business

which makes it difficult to gather reliable data.

interruption. These policies cover a company's loss

It can also be difficult to estimate the likelihood that

of revenue and additional expenses caused by denial

a particular kind of security event will happen. Equally,

of service attacks, viruses and fraud. They may also

it is very difficult to quantify how the introduction of a

cover losses incurred as a result of disruption caused

new security technology or control may decrease the

by the computer systems of suppliers. There are some

likelihood of an attack being successful. The impact of
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a cyber-security event often involves intangibles,

Some areas of cyber risk are likely to remain challenging

such as lost data, which are difficult to quantify and

in terms of developing insurance solutions. For example,

may only be relevant in the context of that particular

where a company loses competitiveness and believes it is

organisation. Furthermore, many of the impacts of

through the loss of their intellectual property, it may be hard

cyber-security attacks are secondary; for example,

to track down evidence of the events or quantify this. As

reputational damage, decrease in productivity and loss

such, although important, insurance will only ever form part

of consumer confidence.

of a company’s overall digital risk management strategy.

A company has to balance investing in security

Recommendation 4: Risk managers should consider

technology, in order to minimise the likelihood of being

risk transfer solutions as part of their overall digital

the victim of a security attack, and investing in insurance

risk management strategy. This means:

to minimise the resulting impact on their organisation.
Again, because of the limited information that is available,
this is a difficult decision for risk managers.
Cyber insurance is likely to continue to develop,

• Recognising that most traditional insurance policies will
not cover digital risks.
• Being aware of the range of cyber-insurance products

evolving as technologies change and new crimes or

that are currently available and monitoring new product

threats emerge. The data breach example shows

developments.

how laws and regulations can drive the adoption of
insurance, but this will depend on the legal jurisdiction
where a company operates.
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• Reporting on security incidents and pushing for
industry-wide data to be made available.
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4. Managing complexity

4.2 The future of digital risk management

Managing digital risk will depend heavily on experienced

This report has clearly shown how digital risk is

staff and experts using their intuition to make good

constantly changing.

decisions. Moreover, the complexity of these decisions
looks likely to increase because of changing legislation,

This means that we need better ways to understand and

human factors and evolving technology.

monitor the threat environment. This is not an easy task;
it is a huge area and any formulaic approach is likely to

More research is certainly needed to deal with the

be out of date in a short time. Therefore, risk managers

complexity of digital risk and to help businesses respond

should stay abreast of the current issues and trends,

to the increasingly aggressive threat environment. In

especially those that might impact their companies.

this final section we provide a brief overview of some of

An additional challenge for the risk and technology

the relevant research challenges and approaches. This

industries is how to improve risk analysis and decision-

research should help businesses find the right balance

making.

as IT security should not become so restrictive that it
stifles innovation.

All security decisions will involve trade-offs. These will
typically be between:

4.1 Research on economics and human factors
IT systems involve people (users, customers, suppliers,
administrators, managers) and it has become vital to

• Lowering the risk of reputational, IP, or monetary
losses

understand the way they affect security outcomes.
Businesses need to make explicit decisions about where
to put assurance mechanisms in place and where

• Supporting priorities to grow the business or
reduce costs

it makes sense to influence people’s behaviour. For
example, a good, mandatory training programme for

This is an important message. Although the risks here

all employees on IT security and privacy may be more

are potentially large, it is important that businesses

cost effective than rolling out a complicated technology

innovate and seize the opportunities created by IT. The

solution. Different choices may be appropriate for

analytics for decision support must help risk managers

different regions and functions, but the security team

deal appropriately with this trade-off.

needs to understand what is achievable with technology
enforcement, which policies are workable, and what

Recommendation 5: Risk managers need to play

training is required.

a role in shaping research around digital risks,
helping researchers to understand the challenges

Current research on the economics and human factors

in making effective and practical decisions

of security is beginning to provide useful accounts of the

around cyber risk. More specifically they should:

incentives of stakeholders and their effect on complex
systems. Researchers from multiple academic fields are

• Promote awareness of the complex inter-dependency

collaborating and discussing findings. One such example

between business risks, human factors, legal issues

is the Workshop on the Economics of Information

and technology trends.

Security (WEIS). Although this work is in its infancy,
its influence is likely to be felt in future generations of

• Encourage more research on digital risks.

standards and best practices.
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conclusions
Businesses, people, society and government are

for businesses. Attackers will adapt and evolve to

more dependent on information technology than ever

this new context, taking advantage where security

before. The future of our global society is inextricably

lags the technology changes. It will be very hard for

linked to information technology and the internet. The

businesses to keep up.

trend is continuing; we will be even more dependent
on IT in the future. It is true of the developed world

Businesses are responding to these changes, and

and also the developing world, where the mobile

we have made a series of recommendations to

phone is transforming businesses and lives. There is

risk managers. Today, most digital risk mitigation

no going back; neither would anyone seriously argue

happens within the IT department. We advise that

that we should.

risk managers should be involved, to bring broader
business perspectives to decisions. We also describe

Most of the digital risks we have so far described

the growing cyber-insurance market and recommend

share similarities with risks we have always faced.

that companies track and use this market to

However, in our new cyber-society, the ways in

complement mitigations with risk transfer.

which we are now exposed to these risks has
fundamentally changed. Criminals have always

The real challenge for risk managers is to work out

stolen money, used extortion, stolen information,

how to monitor digital risk in order to decide how

and used terrorism. Natural disasters and

seriously it should be treated. The trends suggest

mistakes have always led to disruption and losses.

that digital risks are a board-level concern for many

Technology, by making information and processes

companies. We suggest there should be regular

more accessible, by cutting across geographies and

intelligent (rather than formulaic) review, based

jurisdictions, by changing people’s behaviours and

on a combination of the threat environment,

expectations and by connecting so many resources,

current technology trends and the current risk

has increased the speed at which these risks can

management strategy.

occur as well as amplifying their impact on our
economies and on our society.

The final conclusion is to remind readers of the
need for a balanced approach to risk management.
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Businesses are heavily reliant on IT and they are

Businesses should strive to take advantage

exposed to these risks. This report shows that

of technology; not doing so will stifle growth

the threat environment includes attackers with

opportunities. The business community has a common

powerful capabilities and diverse motivations and that

interest in understanding digital risks, keeping it under

business operates in multiple jurisdictions with widely

wraps benefits only the cyber criminals. A willingness

varying regulations. These factors alone make it difficult

to share information about attacks and their

for businesses to manage digital risk. In addition, the

consequences, the impact of failures and the risks

growth of digital information, improved connectivity of

that we face will strengthen the ability of business to

people and devices, and the virtualisation of business

operate successfully in cyber society; even in the face

are all set to drive change and increase complexity

of significant and real digital risks.
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appendices

appendix 1: Well-known attack techniques and
terminology

Term

Definition

Advanced Persistent Threat (APT)	A long-term targeted attack to gain information on or from individuals or
organisations. Attacks are characterised by the use of sophisticated hacking and
social engineering techniques.
Backdoor	A backdoor is a vulnerability in software or hardware that bypasses any
security mechanisms that are in place and allows an attacker access to the
compromised system.
Bot/Botnet	A network of software agents or (ro)bots (hence the name botnet) that perform actions
as determined by a control system. Typically each bot is a piece of malicious software
that is installed unknowingly on a computer and controlled by a criminal known as a
bot herder or bot master. They are usually used for mass emailing (spam) or to perform
denial of service (DoS) attacks.
Carding	Carding is a word associated with the theft and fraudulent use of credit card
information. It is often closely related with the use of stolen online bank
account details.
Click Fraud	A kind of internet crime in which an attacker exploits pay-per-click advertisements.
Typically, the attacker runs a website which hosts a pay-per-click advertisement.
Accomplices or automated computer programmes are then used to click that
advertisement multiple times in order to receive revenue from the advertiser for
those clicks.
Crimeware	Software designed specifically to engage in illegal activity.
Denial of Service (DoS)	A type of attack that attempts to prevents a system from processing or responding
to legitimate requests, typically by overloading the system with bogus requests. This
means websites might not be able to handle customer requests and orders and will
therefore lose business, suffer financial losses and risk reputational damage. It can also
be used for extortion purposes.
Drive-by Downloads	A download of data or software that happens without knowledge or consent of the
user. Drive-by downloads may happen, for example, when a user visits a website and
clicks on a link resulting in malicious software being downloaded on to their PC.
Exploit	An exploit is a piece of computer code that allows an attacker to take advantage of
a bug (or vulnerability) in a computer system. A hacker will typically use an exploit to
gain remote access to a computer system.
Hacker

A person who breaks into computer systems or computer networks.

Malware	Malware (ie malicious software) is software designed to perform unauthorised
operations on a computer.
Mule	A person who transfers stolen money, thus obscuring the identity of the attacker. The
‘mule’ may not be aware that they are being used in this way.
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Pharming	A technique used to redirect traffic from a legitimate site to a malicious one. Pharming
attacks may occur by compromising Domain Name Servers (DNS) or by compromising
the user’s machine.
Phishing	The use of emails to trick a user into performing an action. For example, a phishing
email might tell a user to click on a link that takes them to a fake banking site where
they then enter their username and password. The term phishing is derived from
fishing; the criminals are ‘fishing’ for victims that they then reel in.
Social Engineering	Attempts to get a person to violate a security policy or reveal confidential
information through interpersonal contact. For example, an attacker may
impersonate a system administrator in order to get a user to reveal confidential
information, such as a password.
Spam	Spam is used to refer to unsolicited electronic junk mail. It is often used to sell fake
medicines but is also a term used by cyber criminals when they mail out emails for
various scams or phishing.
Spear Phishing	A targeted version of phishing, where the phishing email is more specific to the user
(see also whaling).
Spyware	Malware that attempts to compromise the confidentiality of end users by stealing
information from their computers, such as usernames and passwords or other
personal information.
Threat	The potential for an attacker to exploit a particular vulnerability and attack a system.
Threat Environment	The way in which many threats are created. Here we include the attackers, the ways
they may attack and also the creation of new attacks.
Trojan	Malware that appears to perform a useful function but in fact compromises the
security of the system.
Virus	Malware that can replicate itself through the sharing of code and data. Viruses
generally attach themselves to data (such as emails or documents) that is shared
between users.
Vulnerability	A flaw in a system that allows a potential breach of security.
Whaling	Phishing attacks targeted at specific people, normally high-net-worth individuals.
Worm	Malware that replicates itself and infects other computers on the network. Unlike
viruses, worms can usually spread without human intervention using vulnerabilities in
the target.
Zero Day Attack	An attack that exploits a vulnerability that is not widely known and for which there are
no existing fixes. For many vulnerabilities there is a time or risk window from when it
is publicly known until the vendor releases a fix or patch. The ‘zero day’ refers to this
time window being zero or negative since the vulnerability is already being exploited.
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appendix 2: Some well-known security standards

Standard

Description

ISO 27000	The ISO/IEC 27000 series is a set of information security standards published
by the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) and the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). The standards are best practices for information
and risk management.
COBIT	The Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (COBIT) is a set of best
practices for use by managers, auditors and IT users. COBIT defines a set of generally
accepted measures, key indicators and processes for IT governance. COBIT helps
define the level of security and controls necessary to protect an organisation’s assets
and meet certain regulatory compliance objectives.
Common Criteria	Common Criteria, also known as ISO/IEC 15408, are international standards for defining
security requirements and evaluating compliance to those requirements.
COSO	The Committee of Sponsoring Organisations of the Treadway Commission (COSO) is
a body that publishes a set of best practices for organisational governance, internal
controls, risk management, fraud and financial reporting.
NERC CIP	The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) publishes a set of standards
for Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) for the power systems industry.
NIST	The US National Institute of Standards and Technologies (NIST) publishes a series of
best practices for a wide range of computer security issues.
PCI DSS	The Payment Card Industry (PCI) publishes a Data Security Standard (DSS) to help
organisations that process credit card information to prevent fraud by having adequate
security controls to protect the confidentiality and integrity of credit card information.
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appendix 3: Supply chain

Globalisation has introduced significant challenges around

of the world demand for core IT components, such as

managing and assuring the supply chain of products

laptops, servers and network switches.

and services60. The IT industry is not immune from these
challenges, and some of the issues are amplified by the

These two aspects of the nature of IT products and

particular nature of IT products and services.

services have important supply-chain consequences.
Firstly, it is difficult to establish that a particular

The IT industry is still largely in its infancy with regards

software based product is free from unwanted side

to verifying the correctness of software components.

effects, such as malware. Secondly, mitigating supply-

Additionally, software development has few barriers

chain risk by purchasing core IT components from

to entry and, as such, it is possible that any given

multiple sources is becoming less effective because

software component may be made up of components

more and more core components are supplied from

from a large number of sources from many different

the same handful of manufacturers.

localities and operating under many different legislative
domains. Open-Source software adds another particular

Governmental concern over the inability to assure the

complication. A software product or service based

supply chain of IT products and services has surfaced

on Open Source may have dependencies on many

in several major countries, including the US and UK. The

thousands of developers, with perhaps no single

fact that supply-chain assurance of the components

organisation able to take responsibility for it.

that make up our IT systems is a difficult challenge for
manufacturers and service providers to deal with means
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On the other hand, core computer hardware

there is a genuine risk that governments will attempt to

manufacturing has extremely high barriers to entry (largely

legislate, or at least regulate, in this space. This has the

down to the complexity of the manufacturing process). In

potential to lead to a range of effects: from increased

addition, the drive towards cost savings and efficiencies

costs through to even less choice as to where core IT

has led to a handful of manufacturers supplying much

components can be sourced from.
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appendix 4: Securing the infrastructure

The ability to embed security support directly into the

Virtualisation offers us the ability to carve up a single

hardware of client and server computing platforms is

physical hardware platform, such as a client laptop or a

being developed as a way of improving the trust we place

server system, into what are known as Virtual Machines

in our underlying IT components.

(VMs) (see Figure 5). Each Virtual Machine runs a
standard operating system (eg Windows 7 or Linux) as

This approach is motivated by the desire to provide

though it was running directly on the machine hardware.

components that are resistant to software-based

However, the virtualisation layer gives us a point below

attacks and to provide a base set of strong security

the operating system, but above the real machine

properties that can be built on with confidence by higher

hardware where strong security policy controls can be

level (software) components. Examples of this type

enforced. From a security point of view, this is important.

of embedded hardware security include the Trusted

For example, we can use virtualisation to implement

Platform Module (TPM) .

personal firewalling or virus checking in a way that we

61

know will still be enforced even if the main operating
At the very least, these hardware-based security

system is compromised.

mechanisms offer an organisation the ability to reliably
and robustly identify their IT assets.

Aside from the ability to provide ‘tamper-proof’ security
controls for a single operating system running on a

Along with this focus on embedded hardware security,

virtualised platform, virtualisation also offers up a number

we are also seeing an interest in machine virtualisation

of interesting possibilities from a security point of view.

as a way to improve on the underlying security properties

These range from the ability to strongly separate the

of our IT infrastructures. Modern operating systems are

business and personal use of a single platform through

growing increasingly large and complicated. Microsoft

to app-store like provision of IT services, as well as more

Vista is estimated to have around 50 million lines of code

advanced scenarios where business-level information

compared to the 40 million of the earlier Windows XP and

flow could be strictly controlled.

11–12 million of the earlier NT 4.0. McConnell reports an
industry average of about 15–50 errors per 1,000 lines of
delivered code; although, not all errors will be sufficiently
exploitable to allow security controls to be bypassed62.
Figure 5: Schematic of a virtualised personal
computer
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appendix 5: cloud

The US National Institute of Standards and Technologies

covers multiple years. These outsourcing contracts will

(NIST) have tried to standardise cloud service definitions

incorporate the customer’s security policies, helping them

into three service categories (see figure 6).63

ensure their potential risks are managed.

Figure 6: Cloud service types

Cloud service providers deliver the flexibility and cost
savings by sharing resources between multiple customers

Software as a Service (SaaS)
Business level services

Salesforce.com - Customer relationship management services
Google Apps - Office productivity services

(sometimes described as a multi-tenant model). This can
involve allocating a resource to one customer for one hour
and then to a different customer the next. Alternatively,
some resources support multiple customers using them at
once, often using virtualisation technologies.

Platform as a Service (PaaS)

Software services to support applications
Microsoft Azure - Database, messaging, security and other services
Amazon Simple Database - Database service

Cloud services can also have different ownership
models. Figure 7 shows NIST’s definition of cloud
ownership models.

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
Computing infrastructure for rent

Figure 7: Cloud ownership models

Amazon EC2 - Storage and servers for rent
Rackspace - Hosting services

Cloud services charge according to usage. For example,

Private cloud
• Dedicated to a single organisation
Community cloud
• Shared by multiple organisations
within the same community

Amazon charge for each machine-hour; higher-level
platform or software service providers may charge on
a per-transaction basis. This should be contrasted with a
company running their own IT systems, where they need
to maintain sufficient systems to meet their peak usage.

Public cloud
• Shared by any organisation
• You share resources with
many unknown customers

Hybrid cloud
• Mix of all three

By sharing cloud providers’ systems, companies expect
to make considerable cost savings.

Much of today’s discussion of cloud is around
infrastructure or platform as a service. As cloud
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In offering usage-based cost models, cloud service

computing develops, it will provide a low investment

providers tend to have standardised contracts, and

route for innovation with high-level business and end-

customers cannot negotiate on terms and conditions.

user services. This is likely to lead to the creation of an

This is a significant change from traditional IT outsourcing,

eco-system of services that build on each other and are

where a company will carefully negotiate a contract that

potentially run by small start-up service companies.
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glossary

Term

Description

Access Control	A mechanism by which users or devices are granted or denied access to data or other
resources (see also authorisation).
Anonymisation	The process of removing data that can identify a person or compromise their privacy.
Or, a service that hides a person’s identity so that their actions cannot be traced.
AntiVirus Software	AntiVirus software is used to protect a computer system against malware, viruses and
worms. It generally scans files on disk for known signatures associated with malware
as well as monitoring web traffic and email.
Assurance	The degree of confidence that security needs are satisfied.
Availability	The assurance that authorised users are granted timely and uninterrupted access
to objects.
Blog	A web based log that contains regular information about a person’s activities and their
thoughts on events. Blogs can include pictures and videos as well as text.
Bluetooth	A wireless based communication system that allows devices in close proximity to
exchange information. It is commonly used to connect mobile phones to headphones.
Cloud and Cloud Computing	A paradigm of computing in which computing, network and storage resources are
dynamically allocated to applications; these are often hosted by external third parties.
Confidentiality	A security property concerned with ensuring that information is not disclosed to
unauthorised parties.
Credential 	A credential is used within the computer system to control access to information and
resources. This typically this takes the form of a username and password.
Cryptography	Mathematical algorithms applied to data that are designed to ensure confidentiality,
integrity, authentication and/or other security properties.
Data Warehouse	A repository of an organisation’s electronic data, used to enable decision support for a
wide variety of business purposes.
Disk Crash	A failure of a hard disk drive, often resulting in permanent damage to the disk.
e-Discovery	The discovery of electronic information as evidence within the context of civil litigation.
Encryption/Decryption	Encryption hides data using a key and cryptography. Decryption allows those in
possession of the key to recover the original data.
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Identity management	The process of managing the identities of employees within a company along with the
systems and applications to which they should have access.
Integrity	A security property concerned with ensuring sensitive information has not undergone
an unauthorised modification.
IT/Systems administrator	A systems administrator is the person responsible for keeping a computer system
(normally the servers in a data centre) running. The role requires the person to have
the right to access most parts of the system and hence should only be given to a
highly trusted individual.
MP3	MP3 is a format for digitally storing sound on a computer. It is more commonly used to
refer to music stored on a computer.
Open Source	The open-source model of software development involves a number of independent
software engineers collaborating to produce software products where the source code
(blueprint) is made available along with the software product.
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)	RFID is a technology for tracking and identifying an object remotely. A RFID tag is
attached to the object and responds to radio frequency signals generated from an
RFID reader.
Script	Scripts are computer programs typically used by computer administrators to automate
routine tasks. They are text based, and the instructions are readable and directly run.
Security Policy	A set of rules and practices that define how a system or organisation provides security.
Service Providers	An entity that provides services to other entities. Internet service providers (ISPs)
provide access to the internet, and there is a range of other types of internet based
services.
Stewardship	Stewardship refers to the management or care of resources for which one has no
ownership. Information or data stewardship will be of particular concern in cloud
computing.
Tweet/Tweeting	A tweet is a short post or status update on Twitter, a microblogging service.
Virtualisation	A technique for partitioning a physical computer into multiple virtual computers, each
with its own apparent Central Processing Unit (CPU), memory and storage.
Web 2.0	A term used to describe the changing trend on the internet from static websites to
interactive web applications that encourage information sharing.
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